CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

4.1 Conclusion
Based on the analysis for the collected data taken from the text of Katy
Perry’s song lyrics in the previous chapter, some conclusions can be made
according to the points related to the types of figurative language. The writer
concluded that, there are many types of figurative languages found in this album.
All song’s lyrics from thirteen songs consist of figurative languages. In some
songs, same types of figurative language are founded. Most of figurative
languages used in the songs are: metaphor, hyperbole, idiom, simile and symbol.
In addition of those figurative languages, the writer also found another figurative
language as synecdoche, personification, allegory, paradox and understatement.
However, figurative languages that are not found on the album based on Perrine’s
theories are apostrophe and irony.
In the analysis of song entitled “Double Rainbow” it is found that the song
writer uses five usage of figurative language, they are metaphor, simile, symbol,
paradox and hyperbole. In contradiction of it, the uses of idiom are mostly used in
the song entitled “Roar”. In this song only two similes are found on the lyrics.
Every song in this album contains lot of figurative meaning. In some other songs
observed, they only use a few figurative languages on the lyrics, such as
hyperbole, synecdoche, personification and understatement. Because of those
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figurative languages, every song lyrics can make the song lyrics itself more
interesting to be listened by people.

4.2 Suggestion
Figurative language is very interesting point to be observed. That’s why in
this opportunity, the writer would like to give suggestion for the students who
wants to do research. If we want to do a research focusing figurative language, we
have to find out of the problem we are going to observe, we should understand or
master the theory well about figurative language. We also prepare the theoretical
book and also the data source. The data source must be related with the theoretical
books it will make you able to do research and write scientific paper very well.
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